Information About So-Called Idiopathic Scoliosis. New Classification. Examples of Mistreatment and Information About Rules of New Therapy and Prophylaxis
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ABSTRACT

The biomechanical etiology of the so-called idiopathic scoliosis [old description: adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS)] was a secret deformity over two thousand years. We found that the etiology is biomechanical, is simple and clear for everybody who will check the causes and symptoms, described in the article. In development of scoliosis there are asymmetry of hip movements, in first stages of deformity stiffness of spine only in form of “disappearing of processi spinosi” in thoracic part of spine. Next are coming curves. All children with scoliosis has the habit of “standing” - only on the right leg.
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Introduction

Spine Scoliosis [1-18]

The etiology of idiopathic scoliosis was a secret over two thousand years. The biomechanical etiology of scoliosis has been found and described in years 1995 - 2007 (T. Karski, Lublin). The first clinical symptoms of scoliosis are in the region of pelvis and hips, next in spine.

History. Observations from the Years 1984 - 2019

a) In years 1984 - 1995 - in examination of many patients in Lublin we found the asymmetry of hips movement. The adduction in straight position of a right hip joint in all patients with scoliosis (AIS) was limited. The asymmetry of movement are connected with Syndrome of Contractures and Deformities according of Prof. Hans Mau, Germany (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Syndrome of Contractures and Deformities (SofCD).

Typical symptoms of Syndrome of Contractures and Deformities:
1) Head turned to the right & plagiocephaly.
2) Restricted abduction of the left hip.
3) Restricted abduction of the right hip, even restriction contractions.
4) Varus of the shanks.

Figure 1: Syndrome of Contractures and Deformities (SofCD).
b) In 1995 was given the first lecture about biomechanical etiology of AIS in Orthopedic Congress in Szeged in Hungary

c) In 1996 first publication about biomechanical etiology of scoliosis (AIS) in “Orthopädische Praxis” in Germany

d) In 2001 and 2004 describing of three group and four types of so-called idiopathic scoliosis in new classification.

e) In 2006 - definitively describing of three types of hips movement and four types of spine deformity in scoliosis.

f) In 2007 - answer why the full blind children do not have scoliosis. Explanation: other manner of gait - no lifting of legs, no compensatory movement of pelvis and spine. Carefully standing on both legs (confirmation by ophthalmologists) and explanation that Minimal Brain Dysfunction (MBD) through a/ “extension position of trunk”, b/ anterior tilt of pelvis and c/ laxity of joint has / make indirect influences of development of scoliosis.

Material

In the years 1985 - 2018, 2500 patients mostly in age 5 - 18 were observed and treated. There was also a small group of older patients (60 - 80y), coming with the problem of pain. The older people had no spoken about deformity but about pain. All these older persons had the habit to stand ‘at ease’ on the right leg.

New Classification (Figures 2-4)

a) Scoliosis “S” 1st etiopathological group (epg) - double curve. The spine is stiff (3D). Rib hump on the right side of the thorax. Connection with gait and standing ‘at ease’ on the right leg. First symptoms - disappearing of processi spinosi in thoracic part of spine (Th6 - Th12) even in age of 5 - 7. In Adams test we observe stiffness, next curves.

b) Scoliosis “C” 2nd/A epg - one curve - lumbar left convex. Spine flexible (1D or 2D). Connection with standing ‘at ease’ on the right leg only. In first 2 - 5 years of life of children such standing make the “deformity” only functional and is reversible, but in age of 8 - 12 the deformity is fix.

c) Scoliosis “S” 2nd/B epg - two curves, (2D or 3D). Connection with standing ‘at ease’ on right leg with all properties described by scoliosis “C” 2nd/A epg, moment earlier and additionally with laxity of joints and /or harmful previous therapy. The spine is flexible.

d) Scoliosis “I” 3rd epg. Deformity has the form of a stiff spine, (2D or 3D). No curves or small ones. The cause is gait only. Such “spine deformity” was till 2004 never classified as “scoliosis”. But in our material such deformity we see on 5-8 % of patients.
Old, Harmful Therapy. Examples (Figure 5a-5d & Figure 6a-6c)

Figure 5: Example of incorrect & harmful exercises for scoliosis. All extension exercises make bigger curves, bigger rib hump and the spine more stiff. Figure 5d wrong therapy 2 years.


We are giving the information which exercises were not proper in therapy of scoliosis

a) All extension exercises,
b) All so-called “antigravitation exercise,”
c) All exercises if the child was in prone position (on stomach),
d) All exercises to make “strong a muscle of trunk”,
e) Using of corset instead of proper therapy,
f) Surgery.

Proper Exercises - Important in Therapy and in Prophylaxis (Figures 7 & 8)

Figure 7: Proper exercises for scoliosis. Important standing only on the left leg & sport - karate, taekwondo, aikido, kung fu, yoga. Only stretching exercises are proper in the prophylaxis and therapy of scoliosis.

Figure 8: Nine year old child. Born on 08.01.2008. Proper treatment 4 years. In the therapy except exercises, standing only on the left leg & sport (karate etc).

a) Standing ‘at ease’ on left leg - no more on the right leg,
b) Sitting in a relaxed position,
c) Sleeping in embryo position,
d) Active participation in sport, in school’s gymnastics,
e) Stretching exercises to elongate the soft tissue on concave side of curve, to receive proper position of pelvis and symmetry of movements of both hips. Important are flexion exercise for spine - against stiffness. The prophylactic exercises should be introduced in age of 5 - 6.
f) Especially important flexion exercises for the spine in all directions (forward flexion, left side flexions, right side
Discussions and Comments to the New Knowledge About Scoliosis

We hope that every scientist in USA and in other country will check the biomechanical causes of spine deformity and the new therapy will be introduced as only one proper method of treatment. We hope that causal prophylaxis will be introduced for every patient in USA and next in all other countries.

Conclusions

a) Development of the so-called idiopathic scoliosis is connected with biomechanical influences going from the hips.

b) Type of spine deformity is connected with pathological "model of hips movements" (T Karski 2006) and function - "standing 'at ease' on the right leg" and "walking" influencing the growth of spine.

c) The restricted range of movements in the right hip as the main factor in oncoming scoliosis is connected with the "Syndrome of Contractures and Deformities" according to Prof. Hans Mau.

d) There are three groups and four types of scoliosis.

e) The proper therapy of scoliosis - are only stretching exercises to receive full movement of right hip, proper position of pelvis and full movement of spine.
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